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The high energy limit of QCD, described by the Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL)
approach [1, 2, 3, 4], has been the subject of many studies since four decades. One of the most
promising processes to study these dynamics at hadron colliders was proposed by Mueller and
Navelet [5]. Consider two jets separated by a large rapidity interval, i.e. each of them almost fly
in the direction of the hadron “close” to it, and with similar transverse momenta. Besides the
cross-section, much information on the QCD high-energy resummation effects can be obtained
when studying the azimuthal correlations of the two jets [6, 7]. In a pure leading order (LO)
collinear treatment, the two jets should be emitted back to back since there is no phase space for
(untagged) emission between them. This simple picture is of course corrected by the inclusion
of radiative corrections. On the other hand, in the high-energy limit, the multiple emission of
semi-hard gluons between these two jets is expected to modify dramatically this picture, leading
to enhanced cross-sections and strong decorrelation effects. However, it is known that passing
from a leading logarithmic (LL) to a next-to-leading-logarithmic (NLL) treatment in the BFKL
framework can modify significantly this picture.
Technically, such a BFKL treatment involves two building blocks: the jet vertex, which
describes the transition from an incoming parton to a jet, and the Green’s function, which
describes the pomeron exchange between the vertices. A complete NLL BFKL analysis of
Mueller-Navelet jets (for more details, see refs. [8, 9]), including the NLL corrections both to the
Green’s function [10, 11] and to the jet vertex [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18], showed that the NLL
corrections to the jet vertex have a very large effect, of the same order of magnitude as the NLL
corrections to the Green’s function [19, 20], leading to a lower cross-section and a much larger
azimuthal correlation [21]. However, these results are very dependent on the choice of the scales,
especially the renormalization scale µR and the factorization scale µF , in particular in the case
of realistic kinematical cuts for LHC experiments [8]. This dependency can be reduced by using
the Brodsky-Lepage-Mackenzie (BLM) prescription [22], adapted to the resummed perturbation
theory a` la BFKL [23, 24], to fix the renormalization scale. Such a full NLL BFKL analysis
supplemented by the BLM scale fixing procedure has been performed [9], leading to a very
satisfactory description of the most recent LHC data extracted by the CMS collaboration for
the azimuthal correlations of Mueller-Navelet jets at a center-of-mass energy
√
s = 7 TeV [25].
Recently, it was shown that energy-momentum non conservation should not affect this NLL
BFKL analysis significantly [26].
In the very large center-of-mass energy of the LHC, the contributions of partons with very
small x fraction of the protons are dominating, and their distributions are therefore enhanced.
This is a typical situation where multipartonic scattering contributions could be sizable, in
particular when dealing with small transverse momenta of the tagged jets (which hopefully will
become accessible at CMS and ATLAS) for which the usual twist suppression is not valid [27].
In such a situation, the cross-section gets an additional contribution where each jet is emitted
by a separate BFKL chain. The exchange of two BFKL ladders is presumably the dominant
contribution for asymptotical values of s, and it would be of great interest to determine at which
point it starts to be of the same order of magnitude as the exchange of a single ladder. Thus,
the study of this process with transverse momenta of the tagged jets as low as possible would
be a great opportunity towards investigating the effect of multipartonic contributions at small
x.
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